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The Canonical Picture of Angular Momentum Acquisition
Step 1: Galaxy with gas inflow. Angular momentum
of inflowing dark matter and gas are identical; both
set by large scale tidal torques	


Step 2: Gas shock-heats to virial temperature of
halo. Dark matter virializes, shocked gas mixes.
Gas and dark matter in halo have similar / same
specific angular momentum.	

Step 3: Cool gas clouds condense out of the hot
halo, sink to the center and fuel the galaxy.
Angular momentum distribution of gas fueling
galaxy based on that of the halo.	


The Canonical Picture of Angular Momentum Acquisition
A few problems with this picture:	


NGC 7331 (THINGS survey)	


2) How is it possible to build extended
HI or XUV disks?	


Massive high	

z galaxies	


3) Halo gas has
more angular
momentum than dark
matter in halo!	

(e.g. Stewart+ ʼ11, Kimm+ ʻ11) 	


Angular Momentum	


1) New cold-mode accretion paradigm.
Does this change the angular momentum
growth picture?	


Moderate/low mass ga
at all z	


Cold Halo Gas	


DM	


Our Goal:
Study angular momentum acquisition in galaxy halos,
focusing on the following questions:	

1. How does the angular momentum of inflowing gas
differ from dark matter (if at all)?	

2. What about cold vs. hot mode accretion?	

3. Is there a more consistent picture for angular
momentum acquisition of galaxy halos?	

4. If so, what observations should we use to verify this
new picture?	


Our Simulations

GASOLINE (SPH)	

Some stats: 	

4 separate zoom-in cosmological hydrodynamic sims.	

WMAP3 cosmology: Ω0=0.24, Λ=0.76, h=0.73, σ8=0.77, Ωb=0.042	

Roughly Milky-Way size halos: Mvir (z=0)~1012 Msun	

gas mass resolution ~3x105 Msun Spatial resolution ~ 300 pc. 	


Angular Momentum in Dark Matter Halos:
A haloʼs angular momentum is often characterized by dimensionless
“spin parameter,” λ	

Spin parameter well studied in Nbody simulations	

	

Roughly constant over time for
dark matter halo: λ~0.04	

(e.g. Maccio+ ʻ07, Bett+ ʼ10)	

Bullock+ ʼ01	


j = J/M = specific angular momentum of a
component (dark matter, gas, etc.) within
a sphere of radius R.	

	

V = the circular velocity at R.	

	


	

But V, R both increase with time
for any given galaxy	

	

àNewly accreted material
must have higher j in
LCDM	

(also predicted by tidal torque theory)	


Angular momentum at First Infall:

vs.	


Angular momentum for
“fresh” accretion (to Rvir) is
higher à λ∼0.1 (also Maller+ ʻ02)	


Angular momentum for all
material in the entire halo
similar to N-body à λ~0.04	

	


In both cases, cold-mode gas has more angular
momentum, hot-mode gas / dark matter are comparable to each
other	

	


Angular momentum at First Infall:
Cold-mode	


Whycold-mode
For
does cold-mode
gas:	

	

 carry more angular
gas
Correlation between
momentum?	

	

radius and accretion
time.	
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Note
that inflow is not
	

purely
radial. Avg inflow
	

angle
~ 30-50o	


Edge-on	

Hot-mode	


Face-on	


Inflow Behavior after First Infall:
High angular momentum
gas inflow	

+	

Coherent spatial &
velocity flow, set by
filament direction	

=	

“cold flow disks”	


Halo 1; z=1.6	


Halo 2; z=1.4	


Halo 3; z=0.7	


Halo 4; z=0.2	


	

Present at multiple
epochs. Present in 	

all 4 simulated galaxies.	

	

Extended HI disks: natural
result of angular
momentum acquisition via
cold-mode accretion	


Inflow Behavior after First Infall:
Unlike collisionless dark matter, once gas falls to within a given
radius, it typically stays there.	

	

àWe can define a “sinking time” from
Rvir to galactic region.	

Cold-mode gas sinks onto the galaxy
disk in < 3 Gyrs (~1-2 times the
free-fall time, τ)	

	

à cold-mode halo gas probes recent
gas accretion	

	

Note: mean accretion time for DM in
halo (z=0) was ~8-9 Gyr ago	


Cold-mode Scenario of
Angular Momentum Acquisition
1) Fresh accretion has 2-3 times higher spin (λ~0.1) than the
cumulative history of entire halo (λ~0.04)	

2) Gas/DM enters Rvir ~40 degrees from purely radial	

3) Cold-mode gas flows in along filaments, more coherently,
with higher spin than DM or hot gas	

4) Cold-mode gas sinks steadily from Rvir to the galaxy on
short timescales, <3 Gyr (~1-2 freefall times)	

5) Vector cancellation / ang. mom. redistribution / nonuniform infall alignment over long timscales leads to a
lower angular momentum for DM halo / galaxy	


What observations serve as a test of this scenario?	


Observing Cold-mode Accretion
In galaxy formation theory, there is a critical
mass to shock-heat infalling gas: 	

Msh ~ 1012 Msun (Dekel & Birnboim 2006)	

	

After Msh our galaxies canʼt sustain cold gas
halo à reduced HI Covering Fraction.	

	

This is observable if inflowing halo gas is
distinguishable from outflows.	

	

But remember, inflowing cold-mode halo gas
à recent accretion à very high angular
momentum	


Stewart+ ʼ11a	


Observing Cold-mode Accretion
Since inflowing gas has high angular momentum,
search for co-rotation between halo gas and the
galactic disk via absorption lines	

à Co-rotating fraction ~ 70%	

200 kpc	


Edge-on galaxy	


Stewart+ ʼ11b	


Circle-dot : “out of” image	

Circle-X : “into” image
	

Squares : at systemic.	


Summary
1) 	

Fresh accretion has more angular momentum (λ~0.1)
than the halo as a whole (λ~0.04). 	

2) 	

Recent accretion is not purely radial. Gas/DM enters
Rvir ~40 degrees from radial	

3) 	

Cold-mode gas flows preferentially along filaments,
and has higher angular momentum than hot gas or DM	

Ø

“Cold flow disks” may help explain observations
of extend HI / XUVdisks	


4) 	

Cold-mode halo gas (inflow) probes recent accretion
(<3 Gyr, ~1-2 freefall times)	

5) 	

Best way to look for cold-mode accretion (especially
at low-z): high angular momentum cool halo gas near
major axis of galaxy that co-rotates with galactic disk	


Thank You!

